
HDOH Denies Having Birth Record for Virginia Sunahara 
 

Virginia Sunahara was born on Aug 4, 1961 and died the next day. Her death was announced in both the 
Honolulu Advertiser and the Star-Bulletin. Her name is in both the 1960-64 birth index and 1960-64 
death index. 
 
But when I asked for a non-certified copy of her abbreviated birth certificate the HDOH told me that 
they have no records responsive to my request. On previous requests for other COLB’s I had been told 
that I could not get a copy because I did not have a direct and tangible interest. But in this case they flat-
out told me they don’t have a birth record for Virginia. Even though their birth index says they do. (See 
the birth index page at http://myveryownpointofview.wordpress.com/2011/05/15/attention-whores-
moles-and-morethe-thief/ ). 
 
Either the HDOH lied about having no records for her, or they queried her name and the computer no 
longer has that record under her name, even though it was under her name when they printed the 
1960-64 birth index sometime around March of 2010.  
 
What happened to Virginia’s birth record? Was the name on it changed to Barack Hussein Obama II so 
he could have her BC#? 
 
The HDOH needs to be audited, to find out what has happened with Sunahara’s birth record. 
 
Here is the HDOH’s claim that they have no birth record for a girl listed on their birth index: 
 

  
----- Original Message -----  
From: hdohinfo  
To: Nellie  
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 8:00 PM 
Subject: RE: UIPA Request - non-certified abbreviated BC for Tomiyo Sunahara 

 
Aloha Ms. (redacted): 
 
We have no records responsive to your request. 
 
Hawaii Department of Health 
Public Information Office staff 
  
Send mail to:  
State Department of Health 
Office of Health Status Monitoring 
Issuance/Vital Statistics Section/UIPA Request 
Honolulu, HI 97801 
hdohinfo@doh.hawaii.gov 
 

 
From: Nellie   

Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 9:26 AM 

To: hdohinfo 
Subject: UIPA Request - non-certified abbreviated BC for Tomiyo Sunahara 
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5-17-10 
  
Aloha! 
  
Pursuant to UIPA I request a non-certified copy of the abbreviated birth certificate for Tomiyo or Virginia 
Sunahara. Non-certified abbreviated birth certificates are authorized for public release in Public Health 
Regulations, Chapter 8b. Nowhere in HRS 338-18 are non-certified copies forbidden from disclosure, and 
the disclosure of INFORMATION from a vital statistics certificate is only forbidden by HRS 338-18(a) if the 
disclosure has NOT already been authorized by DOH rules. As I said before, this disclosure is authorized 
by the HDOH administrative rules so the prohibition in HRS 338-18a does not apply to it.  
  
UIPA requires that any discloseable record be disclosed upon request. There is no prohibition on the 
disclosure of this document and the rules expressly authorize its disclosure to anyone who asks. 
Therefore, UIPA requires this record to be disclosed to me. 
  
I prefer to receive it as an electronic copy via e-mail. 
  
Thank you. 
Nellie 

 
In addition to this, I requested to see all the UIPA requests for the non-certified abbreviated birth 
certificate for Virginia Sunahara. I sent that on the same day as I requested that document myself. So I 
know there was at least my request if nobody else’s. But the HDOH, TWO MINUTES AFTER RESPONDING 
TO MY UIPA REQUEST FOR SUNAHARA’S NON-CERTIFIED ABBREVIATED BIRTH CERTIFICATE,  responded 
telling me that nobody had asked to see Sunahara’s BC. 
 

  
----- Original Message -----  
From: hdohinfo  
To: Nellie  
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 8:02 PM 
Subject: RE: UIPA Request - Sunahara records 

 
Aloha Ms. (redacted): 
 
We have no records responsive to your request. 
 
Hawaii Department of Health 
Public Information Office staff 
  
Send mail to:  
State Department of Health 
Office of Health Status Monitoring 
Issuance/Vital Statistics Section/UIPA Request 
Honolulu, HI 97801 
hdohinfo@doh.hawaii.gov 
 
 

 
From: Nellie  

Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 9:11 AM 
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To: hdohinfo 

Subject: UIPA Request - Sunahara records 
 
5-17-10 
  
Aloha! 
  
Pursuant to UIPA, I request to see all UIPA requests for the non-certified abbreviated birth certificate for 
Tomiyo or Virginia Sunahara. I prefer to receive these as electronic copies via e-mail. 
  
Thank you. 
Nellie 
 

 
So within TWO MINUTES the HDOH sent out two documentably false claims regarding the records of 
Virginia Sunahara: that they don’t have any birth record for her, and that nobody asked to see her birth 
record. 
 

The HDOH files their UIPA request records by the name of the requestor. To do a genuine search for 
requests for her birth certificate they should have asked me for the name of the requestor, as they did 
when I asked to see UIPA requests for Obama’s records by DNC and Hawaii Democratic Party officials. I 
had given them some names but because I had also used the word “anybody” they made me narrow it 
down so I was only asking for requests by specific people. Based on what they told me and others about 
how they do their searches, they could not even have done a search to honestly answer my UIPA 
request because they didn’t have enough information. Instead of telling me that, they apparently did no 
search at all and yet told me there were no records so that I would believe they had searched and 
nobody had requested the record. 
 
So we know the HDOH is denying that they have a birth record for somebody that their birth index lists 
as having a record. And it seems that they don’t want to tell me whether anybody has requested a copy 
of her record. The particular record in question belongs to somebody born on the same day as Obama 
and in the same place (Hawaii) as Obama wants us to believe he was born. 
 
Unfortunately for Obama, Sunahara was not born at the same HOSPITAL as Obama wants people to 
think he was born. She was born at Wahiawa Hospital. And Obama’s long-form has the signature of the 
same local registrar who signed Edith Coats’ BC after her birth at Wahiawa Hospital.  
 
Based on excellent analysis in print at http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/55594183 or on video at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=US&feature=player_embedded&v=haiRCLItdEQ , the two fields 
that don’t have the proper distortion on the curved left-hand side are the gender and the hospital name. 
So apparently the gender had to be changed to “male” and the hospital to “Kapiolani” – which means 
that one of the genuine documents that was used for the forgery actually belonged to a female not born 
at Kapiolani - and the local registrar was the one we know registered at least one birth from Wahiawa 
Hospital. Judging by the gray-scale letters that indicate they were from the original source document, 
the girl whose record was used had an R for the third letter of her first name. Virginia fits all these 
requirements: female, born at Wahiawa Hospital, and having an R as the 3rd letter of her first name. 
 
And it just so happens that the HDOH is claiming they don’t have a birth record for her even though she 
is listed in their birth index. And they want me to think nobody has asked to see her record even though 
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they could not have even searched to find that out – a fact they didn’t bother to tell me as they had 
done for other similar requests. 
 
At the same time, the Sunahara family with financial need has been offered money if they would 
request a photocopy of Virginia’s original long-form birth certificate and they have declined the money 
offer.  
 
The HDOH at the end of March 2011 – precisely when former HDOH director Fukino herself in an 
interview alluded to the issue of whether Obama’s BC has been “properly numbered” -  began refusing 
requests for long-forms. Current director Fuddy is excusing it by saying that she has discretion to 
determine the METHOD OF REPRODUCTION. HRS 338-13 says she HAS to issue certified copies of the 
standard or abbreviated birth certificate upon request but grants that copies MAY be made through 
photocopy or other dry copy reproduction or by computer generation. Fuddy has apparently decided 
that they will not issue PHOTOCOPIES any more. 
 
IOW,  at the very time that the HDOH is known to be messing with Sunahara’s record, Fuddy changed 
the policy so that any records for Sunahara will be generated under the control of the same HDOH which 
has messed with her records specifically and – according to the analysis cited above and Jerome Corsi’s 
sources within the HDOH (Listen at http://obamareleaseyourrecords.blogspot.com/2011/05/jerome-
corsi-obama-birth-certificate.html ) had just actually CREATED and PLACED WITHIN THEIR 1961 book 
volume a forged BC for Obama. The record that actually existed for Sunahara in 1961 will not be allowed 
to see the light of day because of the policy Fuddy just enacted 2 months ago (a fact that the White 
House lied about to a gaggle. ) 
 
 That policy requires absolute trust in the integrity of the HDOH. Integrity they have already violated in 
more ways than you have the attention span to hear about right now. Lol. But you will be hearing about 
it in the near future. 
 
This all becomes especially critical in light of a quote from Bill Ayers’ book, Fugitive Days , that was 
recently brought out in a Post & Email interview with Susan Daniels (emphasis mine): 
 

After the Baltimore fiasco, stealing ID was forbidden. Instead we began to build ID sets around 
documents as flimsy as a fishing license or a laminated card available in a Times Square novelty 
shop called “Official ID.” We soon figured out that the deepest and most foolproof ID had a 
government-issued Social Security card at its heart, and the best source of those were dead-
baby birth certificates. I spent impious days over the next several months tramping through 
rural cemeteries in Iowa and Wisconsin, Illinois and North Dakota, searching for those sad little 
markers of people born between 1940 and 1950 who had died between 1945 and 1955. The 
numbers were surprising:  two in one graveyard, a cluster of fourteen in another. Those poor 
souls had typically been issued birth certificates—available to us at any county courthouse for a 
couple of bucks and a simple form with information I could copy from the death announcement 
at the archive of the local paper—but they had never applied for a Social Security card. 
 
Collecting those birth certificates became a small industry, and within a year we had over a 
hundred. For years I was a paper-made Joseph Brown, and then an Anthony Lee, remarkably 
durable identities. My on-paper official residences: a transient hotel in San Francisco and a 
warehouse in New York. 
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Bill Ayers is admitting that dead babies are a good way to commit identity fraud. Now we know that 
Obama got a social security number based out of CT where neither he nor his parents ever lived. So the 
fraud involved to get that social security number apparently did not involve Sunahara. But in order to 
have a legally-valid Hawaii birth record for Obama that dates to 1961 they need a 1961 birth certificate 
number from Hawaii. Ayers’ modus operandus is to use birth certificates of dead babies. And now dear 
little Virginia (and I say that with every ounce of my body; I also lost a child to stillbirth at 42 weeks  18 
years ago and cherish the memories of all these precious little ones; I wept at Mrs. Sunahara’s pain as if 
reliving my own sorrow) is having her record messed with by the HDOH. 
 
Summary: The HDOH has Virginia Sunahara in their 1960-64 birth index but claims they don’t have a 
birth record for her. 
 
They want me to believe nobody has asked for her record rather than telling me they didn’t even 
search to find out. 
 
The base record for Obama’s forged long-form appears to be from somebody who matches Virginia 
Sunahara – a girl born at Wahiawa Hospital who has an R as the third letter of her first name.  
 
Virginia also meets the criteria for Bill Ayers’ preferred method of identity theft, since she died as an 
infant. 
 
Two months ago the HDOH director changed the policy to ensure that the original copy of Sunahara’s 
birth certificate will never see the light of day without a court battle, which would give her time to 
forge a BC for Virginia (like the HDOH forged Obama’s long-form). All she would have to change is the 
BC#. Like she apparently temporarily changed the database’s BC# for Stig Waidelich, whose BC# on 
the COLB (which he requested for a CNN report) is so far out of sequence with other known BC#’s that 
it cannot be genuine (more on that in another post hopefully). 
 
There will be more on the illegal activity of the HDOH. 
 
 


